
  



  

I: Basics of market cycles – or: why trade?

● Alright, so you were curious how to make money in markets?
● First question that arises: Should you trade or just invest?

 Let's have a look on the charts!→

There's one 'problem' in
all markets: they rise,
but they can and will (!)
also drop severely.

It doesn't matter if
its Bitcoin..

..or worldclass
stocks like Amazon..

..or precious metals
like Silver..

..or everyday used
commodities like Oil.

Someday they will drop like stones. 

● If you don't know how to timely leave the market (= trading), you're done for.



  

I: Basics of market cycles – or: why trade?

● People might say that investing is not so bad, if you roughly know when to sell. 
● Yes, but it's highly ineffective. If you 'know' stuff, you're better off trading.

 Let me show you:→

Let's say you bought some Bitcoin in summer
2016 with a price of $600 per Bitcoin.

Just by investing (= holding) until Summer 2020, you
would have increased your investment by ~ 20x, or in
terms of overall gains: +1900% (excl. initial 100%). Not bad.

If you would've traded also local peaks and bottoms,
your gains would've compounded, and your initial stack 
would've increased by ~ 535x. Much nicer!

This could be the difference between pumping e.g.
$3,000 to an okay stack of $60,000 or a life-changing
stack of $1,500,000.

● If you want to avoid crashes & maximize your gains, you have to trade.

+1900%

+3000%

+80%

+200%

+60%

+100%

Now imagine trading even more smaller peaks
and valleys in-between. The compounding
gets extreme if done right. You don't even

need single mega-runs then.

This is what we're doing here
in principle. But more later..
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For example: Bitcoin/USD trading pair

(    Plot twist: Investors typically don't.)

Very nasty to endure those 80%-

90% draw
dow

ns for investors.



  

II: Price behaviour – or: why cryptocurrencies?

● Okay understood, I should somehow trade. But why cryptocurrencies?
● Cryptocurrency prices can be more easily 'predicted' than e.g. stock prices.

 Check this comparison, and you'll see it on the first glance:→

S&P 500 (one of the most important US stock indices)

First: impulse moves from nothing,
then: tapering off of movement.

● If you want to make money, choose the easiest-to-trade assets: cryptocurrencies.

First: slow price increases,
then: full-fledged rallies.

Bitcoin (the largest cryptocurrency)

both charts in logarithmic scale

Price rallies have convex character
(movement is curved to the upside).

This is bad, because indicators, algorithms
and manual strategies cannot predict
trend starts to a good degree, and only join
when most of the move already happened.

Rallies have concave
character (movement

is curved to the 
downside).

This is good, because 
strategies can predict
trends early on and 
join for the larger part 
of the move.

Possible reason: Stock market has insiders (wall 
street & co), which incentivizes impulsive moves
for the general public (so that they cannot easily
enter the same trade as insiders), while crypto-
currencies are traded more evenly worldwide
without real insiders, leading to less impulsive
behaviour and more natural rallies.



  

● There might be another reason for the more predictive price behaviour: supply & demand
● Yes, in comparison to all other asset classes, here the supply is basically deterministic!

 To understand this, we'll make a quick deep-dive into Bitcoin Economics:→

● Bitcoin's supply schedule & economic future is fully defined and known.

● There comes a new „Block“ with fresh Bitcoins
every 10 minutes. A Block just contains all Bitcoin
transactions done in the Bitcoin network in those
10 minutes. Blocks get generated by using energy

in a sophisticated manner. You cannot fake Bitcoins.

Therefore the supply of Bitcoin rises until 21 
million are reached, but this rise gets slower

and slower over time.

In the end there will be only 21
million Bitcoin = supply is fixed.

The „Block Reward“ are the fresh Bitcoins per
Block given to the Block generator, and that
reward halves every 4 years! This means the

supply rate (new Bitcoins/time) halves!

But demand might be not.

Wait, if the supply rate drops by 50% 
every 4 years, but the demand rate
stays roughly constant, then..?*

All of this is set 
in the code, it's 
deterministic!

Bitcoin Economics 101

II: Price behaviour – or: why cryptocurrencies?

*see next slide.



  

II: Price behaviour – or: why cryptocurrencies?

● ..then maybe the price will rise every 4 years?
● Well yes, that's exactly what's happening!

 Have first a look on the → logarithmic chart of Bitcoin's full price history:

● Bitcoin's macro price action could be a rough function of its supply schedule.

1st „Block
Reward“ halving.

Bitcoin started
in Jan 2009, so
that is the 0th

„Block Reward“ 
halving.

First price of
Bitcoin was
only defined

in summer 2010.

2nd „Block
Reward“ halving.

3rd „Block
Reward“ halving.

~ 500x

~ 100x

~ 30x

„Halving to next
peak“ gains:

~ 10xThis is without trading,
and without entering at the
lowest possible cycle points!

It seems* that macro-movements are 
indeed the result of Bitcoin's supply 
schedule, mixed with a good portion 
of human emotions (fear & greed)!

After each rally, there is also a 
heavy crash to 'return to the 
mean', but this we already
discussed in the first slide.

logarithmic scale

Bitcoin/USD
Full Price History

Start at a 
few cents

$20,000

$200 
(lowest 
point)

$1200 $3,000 
(lowest 
point)

$180,000 ?

$2 
(lowest 
point)

$32

4th „Block
Reward“ halving.

$16,000 ? 
(lowest 
point)

~ 5x ?

$70,000

Note that a) the multipliers are getting smaller, so that
trading becomes more and more important as just holding 
the asset will not be enough to make it, and b) this 
logarithmic growth curve model is a static model, so that 
one should still use other more flexible tools for assessing 
the markets (this is what DeanTrader's swing algorithms 
and other indicators basically do).

Potential future
price action

*We will soon see that there is more behind it, 
but let's first focus on the halving dynamics.



  

II: Price behaviour – or: why cryptocurrencies?

● Not only does the macro trend repeat, also the finer price action looks similar.
● This is called 'fractal behaviour'. Bitcoin's price action is fractal*.

 For this to see let's look on the → linear chart for every halving era:

● Bitcoin exhibits timely fractality, that can be exploited for profits.

1st „Block
Reward“ halving.

This is the epic 
100x run from 

era II (!)

2nd „Block
Reward“
halving.

3rd „Block
Reward“
halving.

~ 500x

~ 100x

~ 30x

Halving to next
peak gains:

~ 10x

linear scale

*This is not exclusive to 
Bitcoin, also stocks and 
other assets can show 
fractality, Bitcoin just 

seems to have this rather 
clocked schedule.

Bitcoin/USD
halving era I

3rd „Block
Reward“
halving.

1st „Block 
Reward“
halving.

halving era II

4th „Block
Reward“
halving.

2nd „Block
Reward“'
halving.Older runs are hidden in 

linear view. Not many 
people use logarithmic 

scales in their lifes.

This is the legendary 
500x run from era I (!)

Every parabolic run, 
and consequent fallout, 

looks the same.

halving era III halving era IV

This is the nice 30x 
run from era III (!)

Even this knowledge 
alone will generate 

some profits. Potential future
price action:

Future price action
(which could oscillate
for quite some time)

should be traded.



  

II: Price behaviour – or: why cryptocurrencies?

● To fully understand Bitcoin's runs one should also understand market liquidity.
● Boom/Bust cycles across the markets are the result of liquidity flows & ebbs.

 We can use liquidity proxies to quantify such ebb and flow phases:→

● Bitcoin - and other risk-on assets as equities etc. - need liquidity.

logarithmic scale

Bitcoin

CN10Y/DXY

One major liquidity proxy to gauge the current market phase one is in is 
comparing CN10Y divided by DXY to its MA(60W). The CN10Y denotes the 'China 

Government Bonds 10 Year Yield', while DXY is the 'Dollar Currency Index'.
 

Regarding Bonds: If the market seems to be flooded with liquidity and investors are therefore risk-seeking 
('risk-on'), government bonds would have to offer high yields to get investors to buy them (as otherwise the 
safe but generally low-yielding asset class of bonds would be uninteresting in this market regime). On the 
other hand if liquidity is decreasing/missing, the market switches to a 'risk-off' approach, seeking low risk 
investments (as e.g. bonds) to stay afloat. Of course in this market regime the government can afford to 

offer lower yields as investors are flocking in anyway.
 

Regarding Dollar Index: The Dollar Currency Index displays the strength of the US Dollar (USD) compared to 
other fiat currencies (EUR, GBP etc.), and a rallying DXY typically correlates with a weak equities market (a 

strong USD means investors are more inclined to flee into USD leading to sell-offs across the equity markets).

The CN10Y/DXY is 
compared to the MA(60W), 
an averaging function over 

the last 60 weeks, for 
gauging the market phase.

Seen in the 
upper area is 
the Bitcoin 

chart.

Seen in the 
lower area is the 

CN10Y/DXY 
chart.

Crosses above 
are marked 
with arrows.

 Parabolic runs are 
sketched here, note 

that the chart is 
logarithmic.

Any time the CN10Y/DXY crosses above the 
MA(60W), phases of high liquidity seem to be 
reached, as Bitcoin goes into a parabolic run. 

Currently (Q2 2023), the 
CN10Y/DXY dropped again 
below the MA, potentially 
indicating some further 

risk-off periods, if it doesn't 
reclaim the MA soon.

Any time the CN10Y/DXY crosses above the 
MA(60W), phases of high liquidity seem to be 
reached, as Bitcoin goes into a parabolic run. 

Bitcoin only 
runs in times of 
high liquidity!

(So actually, it's not just the 
deterministic supply schedule that 

seems to drive Bitcoin's cycles.)



  

II: Price behaviour – or: why cryptocurrencies?

● As all risk-on assets need liquidity, we will encounter economic correlations.
● Bitcoin seems to be correlated to the stock (= equities) market.

 Let's compare the S&P 500 and Bitcoin on a → logarithmic chart again:

● Bitcoin is a 'first-order derivative-like vehicle' of the stock/equities market.

logarithmic scale

Although the crashes look 
more severe in the stocks 
case, Bitcoin actually did 
stronger drops percentage 
wise (= higher profits when 
betting on falling prices).

S&P 500 (US stock index)

Bitcoin

?

?

Major Bitcoin bottoms conincide 
with bottoms or strong drops in 

the stock market.

There's of course not always a 1:1 
correlation, as it seems that Bitcoin 
still has to somewhat adhere to that 

clockwork behaviour discussed earlier.

In general one could roughly say that Bitcoin acts 
as some kind of 'derivative'                       of the 
stock/equities market, but with much higher gain 

multipliers & bigger crashes, and a more algo-
friendly price action (= the 'perfect storm' for us).

See the y-axis showing 
the price, with Bitcoin 
spanning many more 
orders of magnitude.

(not in a strict mathema-
tical or financial way)

Bitcoin started in 
January 2009 at 

the bottom of the 
financial crisis.

Since 2009 (after the global financial 
crisis) stocks are generally rallying, 

with some drops inbetween.
The S&P 500 is directly mapping the top 500 
US stock companies, showing basically 0th-

order correlations to the stock market.

In fact, it seems to be an overlay of the 4 year 
cycle with the global markets liquidity dynamics.



  

II: Price behaviour – or: why cryptocurrencies?

● Now, if we look deeper into the cryptocurrency market, we discover more layers.
● Ethereum is highly correlated to Bitcoin, and therefore indirectly to equities.

 We compare the S&P 500, Bitcoin and Ethereum on a → logarithmic chart:

● Ethereum is a 'second-order derivative-like vehicle' of the stock/equities market.

logarithmic scale

S&P 500 (US stock index)

Bitcoin

Ethereum started in 
2015, about six years 
after Bitcoin's launch.

Bitcoin (ticker: BTC) was historically 
first traded in the BTC/USD pair.

Ethereum (2nd largest cryptocurrency)

Full range sinc e 2015
Full range sinc e 2015

Full range sinc e 2015

Full range sinc e the
cycle bottom

 i n 2018
Full range sinc e the
cycle bottom

 i n 2018
Full range sinc e the
cycle bottom

 i n 2018

M
oderate volat ility

H
igh volatility

Intense volatil ity

S&P 500 shows the for 
markets typical 

'boom/bust' cycles, all in 
all the movements in both 

directions (= volatility) 
are meager, though.

Bitcoin shows 1st order 
correlations to the stock 

market, with much higher 
volatility, which is good 

for us.

Ethereum shows 2nd order 
correlations to the stock 
market, with even higher 
volatility, which is perfect 

for us.

Ethereum (ticker: ETH) was 
historically first traded in the 
ETH/BTC pair. This means that 
the pair is independent of USD.

              Such an asset (ETH), that is traded via 
another asset (BTC), is called a quanto asset, 

which entails special risks, but also special 
opportunities as it seemingly has subtle different 

price behaviour compared to the upper layer 
asset.

Liquidity is the name of the game, leading to:
 Risk-→ on settings: 'every' asset is bought up

  Risk-→ off settings: 'everyone' flees into cash

Here the chart is 
ETH/USD, though!

Note that nowadays also ETH/USD pairs exist next to the ETH/BTC ones. 
Still the distinct price behaviour remains to a high degree.



  

II: Price behaviour – or: why cryptocurrencies?

● Wait, are there also 'third-order (or higher) derivate-like vehicles'?
● Yes, there are, but now we're starting to run into problems.

 Let's study the qualitative graph below:→

● The question really never was 'why cryptocurrencies?', but: why Ethereum?
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0th                     1st                      2nd                     3rd                     4th                   order

Ethereum

Bitcoin

Stocks

Altcoins (smaller 
cryptocurrencies), 
and assets (e.g. 

NFTs) on Ethereum

Microcaps, and 
assets (e.g. NFTs) on 

other blockchains

▪ Less volatile, too lethargic 
price behaviour
▪ High influence of insiders, 
market makers etc. 
especially in traditional 
markets (stocks, precious 
metals etc.)
▪ Established markets, 
higher liquidity
▪ Enough data to tune 
algorithms

▪ Optimal volatility and price behaviour
▪ Low influence of insiders and market makers etc.
▪ Semi-established market, high liquidity
▪ Enough data to tune algorithms

▪ More volatile, too hectic price behaviour
▪ Medium influence of insiders, and high 
influence of market makers, pump-&-
dumpers (venture capital) etc.
▪ No or hardly established markets, 
medium to very low liquidity
▪ Less or no data to tune algorithms
▪ Higher scam/'rug pull' risk
▪ Correlations getting weaker and weaker

◊ Pareto optimum
(= best trade-off, 
no pun intended)

This graph shows purely my findings in the 
experimental phase of programming the 

swing algorithm and testing it with various 
assets, and the experience I gained during 

the last +3 years (as of spring 2023) of 
swing trading & participating in/observing 

the markets. 

Examples: Binance Coin, 
Solana, Fantom, Polkadot, 

Crypto Punks, BAYC

Examples: Coins with 
Market capitalization < 

$20M, SOL NFTs, obscure 
NFT projects

Those conditions are fine for 
gambling, but for a more 
coordinated approach (= 

swing algorithmic trading), 
we use Ethereum.

(And now you 
have your 
answer.)



  

III: Swing algorithmic trading - or: how to do this?

● Alright, enough with the market theory, let's have a look at the swing algorithms!
● We can put all the price data of Ethereum on a chart, and add functions to it.

 The first function we add is one of Dean's swing algorithms - Swing Algo V1.3:→

● Once fully thought-out & implemented, the actual swing trading is simple.

logarithmic scale

Ethereum (ETH/USD)
Price candles are those red or green stick-like 
structures on the chart, whereupon the color 

indicates if the price closed higher or lower than 
the opening price on each day, respectively.

In the end, the whole swing algo 
trading ordeal is a big exercise in 

maximizing the signal-to-noise ratio 
when looking at potential trend 

reversals.

We try to follow trends as 
long as possible, but as short 

as needed if a reversal 
happens. Trends are self-

sustaining and identifying one 
correctly is very powerful.

This is a chart of Ethereum (measured in US 
Dollar, USD), on the daily (D) timeframe, 

which means that each candle on the chart 
represents one full day of price data. The swing algorithm is actually 

composed of several functions, with 
only one visible on the chart (the 

turquoise/magenta line), and several 
invisible background functions.

 

The exact functions and combined 
logic is of course a company secret.

The basic principle is easy:
  buy when a blue arrow appears
sell when a red arrow appears

Our biggest 'enemy' is price noise, or non-
trending behaviour, also called 'chop'. There we 
try to filter as much false signals as possible.



  

III: Swing algorithmic trading - or: how to do this?

● So, swing trading seeks for valid signals while trying to keep the noise low.
● The general principle seems clear now, but let's look into this in more detail.

 Here we see a zoomed-in chart from the last slide:→

● By trading Futures, we have everything to execute the swing algorithm signals.

logarithmic scale

Ethereum (ETH/USD)

For calculations of the algorithm 
functions only the daily close 

price and the trading volume is 
taken into account.

 

This means that daily price 
outliers, which are printed as 

thin needles above/under each 
daily candle body (called 'wicks') 
are filtered out, as they are not 

as important for long-term 
trading (additional noise).

We try to always swim with the market 
trend, like small fish swimming with the 

whales. Don't fight the current.

This is, again, a chart of Ethereum (measured 
in US Dollar), on the daily (D) timeframe.

The swing algorithm 
tries to find good 
entries for a trade 

when a trend starts to 
weaken (potential 

reversal), which often 
occurs near the 
green/magenta 
algorithm line.

Trading signal terms explanation:
  'Long' = buying / betting on rising prices

    'Short' = selling / betting on falling prices

We can bet on each price direction via a 
financial instrument (derivative) called Futures.

 

We trade Ethereum Futures, but no worries, the 
specifics are explained at great length in our 

Beginner's Guide & FAQs sheet.

Classics of swing 
trading: being 

safe from 
crashing 
markets.

Wicks will be relevant 
for other indicators of 
DeanTrader, though. 
Details follow soon.

Going into a Short position here means 
that you don't lose money when the 

asset price drops. Dependent on your 
leverage, you can even make money.

This wick for 
example is fitered 

which would 
otherwise distort 

algorithms too much.

Between individual signals some 
good amount of time can pass, 

sometimes weeks or even months.
This means less 

work for us!



  

III: Swing algorithmic trading - or: how to do this?

● Now we add another layer to this system by using two sub-algorithms!
● This increases stability by providing a safety net, and reduces drawdowns.

 Let's check out the latest release with this approach - Swing Algo V1.4:→

● Adding a stabilizing control algorithm lowers risk & drawdown significantly.

logarithmic scale

Ethereum (ETH/USD)

Note that this is not a MA-
crossover strategy (which are 

often encountered and lag more), 
as the individual algorithms run 
independently from each other 

and the crossing has no effect on 
the strategy output.

The second sub-algorithm acts a) as stabilizer by granting 
early hedge entries & thus smoothes the equity curve (= less 
drawdowns), and b) as a safety net by allowing the overall 

strategy to be in a hedged position for the rare scenario that 
the primary algorithm should miss a mid-term trend.

Now we have two 
green/magenta algorithm 
lines and corresponding 
background functions, 

each set belonging to one 
sub-logic.

Trading signal terms explanation:
  'Long' = buying / betting on rising prices

     'Hedge' = hedging / staying market neutral
    'Short' = selling / betting on falling prices

This system outputs not only Long 
and Short signals as before, but also 

intermediate Hedge signals.

Hedging basically means to stay out of the 
markets, or in our case with Futures trading, we 

open a position that does not change its USD value 
regardless of what the traded asset is doing.

How to perform 
hedging trades (and 
more) is explained in 

great detail in our 
Beginner's Guide.



  

III: Swing algorithmic trading - or: how does it perform?

● Swing algo trading is of statistical nature, betting on the more probable.
● With sound swing trading we can on average expect to amass wealth*.

 Let's→  plot the equity curve (= portfolio value) VS price over time:

● We can swing from one branch to the next, climbing up in the value jungle.

logarithmic scale

Ethereum (ETH/USD)

With the power of compounding we can 
generate large amounts of profits over time if 

the expected value for a single trade is positive.

The price chart from 
before is again plotted 

below, which qualitatively 
gives the buy & hold equity 
curve, as the investment 

just moves with the price.
 

In that case the 
progression is completely 
at the will of the market.

$5,490,000

*Obvious disclaimer 
that no-one can 

predict the future and 
absolute guarantees 

cannot be given.

Also the swing trading equity curve for 
the considered time span can be seen, 
showing a general uptrend with some 
(unavoidable, but minimized) noise.

 

Here we can start compounding and 
make our self-determined way through 

the value-time space.

Note that the chart is in
logarithmic scale.

 

$1,000   here

swing trading equity curve

price ~ buy & hold 

equity curve

$5,700

Intense multiplier due to the power 
of compounding by re-investing the 

made money from one trade into the 
next, especially enhanced due to not 
losing large amounts of money during 
downtrends. Compare this with slide 

2 in the beginning.

Multiplier:   5490x

Multiplier:   5.7x

Realistic settings:
Fees: 0,05% Taker (e.g. worst on Kraken Pro Futures)
Slippage: 20 Ticks (= $0.20)
Order size: 100% of equity (= swing trading)

Money can even be made in long-lasting ranging 
markets which likely show a few 2-3x multiplier 
(up) and 70% drops (down), where just holding 

would yield no gains during that time!

Multi-month long ranging market

Start e.g. with

(July 2017)

When evaluating trading 
systems, please note that past 
performance is generally not 
indicative of future results.



  

III: Swing algorithmic trading - or: how does it perform?

● Swing algo trading is about moving forward while keeping the risk low*.
● A stability approach and the reduction of noise seems to be viable.

 We can look at some important performance data here→ :

● Steady compounding with added security can lead to extra-ordinary gains.

linear scale

Ethereum (ETH/USD)

As long as we can maintain a positive average 
trade gain, we can compound appreciably.

Performance summary for
Swing Algo V1.4:

(partial back- and forwardtest from
July 2017 to June 2023)

$5,490,000

*As low as 
possible that 
is, while still 
being able to 

make 
progress.

DeanTrader's swing algorithms are not only tuned for 
high performance, but also high stability, as all 

parameters are put onto plateus to maximize the chance 
to model future price action well even if characteristics 

should somewhat change, minimizing overfitting.

Note that the 
chart is now in
linear scale.
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$5,700

Multiplier:   5490x

Multiplier:   5.7x

price ~ buy & hold equity curve
(here a flat line)

◊ Net profit: 549,000 %
◊ Avg. Trade: +20.9 % (>> 0 % !)
◊ Avg. Winning Trade: +34.1 %
◊ Avg. Losing Trade: -7.1 %
◊ Max. Dradown: -31.5 %
(over potentially several trades in a row)

◊ Ratio Avg. Win/Avg. Loss: 1.376 (> 1 !)

For a very fair evaluation 
please consider even 
cutting one order of 

magnitude of the 
prospective gains in a 6-

year period (i.e. cut 90% of 
the shown value), and you 

still would end up with 
$549,000 profit on a $1,000 

investment.
 

This cut can be argued for 
as the future never 

behaves as perfect as 
backtest and/or some 
forwardtest, even with 

occasional tuning.

Swing Algo V1.4 brings this 
maxim to a new level by 

introducing a second algorithm 
that adds a safety net via 

intermediate hedging positions, 
already discussed on the 

previous slides.

Start e.g. with 

$1,000   here

Conditions for profitability 
are fulfilled. Also the 

maximum drawdown would 
be of no bigger issue as on 
average one winning trade 

fully reverses even the 
biggest drawdown.

(July 2017)

Note that past performance is never indicative of 
future results. The presented data should just 
outline what is in principle quantitatively possible.

The newly added second algorithm
was forwardtested for roughly a year

before the merge into V1.4 happened.

st
ea

dy
 c
lim

b

Expect some volatility, we're still in 
crypto and not bonds!



  

III: Swing algorithmic trading - or: how to enhance it?

● But wait, there's more: We can enhance the swing algo performance further!
● We're using turning point picker functions to find local or global tops & bottoms.

 Such functions are e.g. the → Confidence Bands shown below:

● With additional functions we can increase the (already high) net profit.

Ethereum (ETH/USD)

DeanTrader's Confidence Bands 
parameterize zones of over- and 
underextension via more or less 

simple lines.

The idea is that one can be 
highly confident that Ethereum's 

price stays within the 
Confidence Bands, especially 

when looking at weekly closes.

Turning points identified by the 
Confidence Bands can be local, but 

often are global, cycle-defining spots.

logarithmic scale

Bitcoin (BTC/USD)

The indicator was also 
created for Bitcoin!

Shown are the top and bottom 
Confidence Bands. The 

functions are proprietary 
indicators of DeanTrader.

 

We're mostly interested in clear 
touches/cuts of the bands, 

indicating turning points with 
extreme confidence.

2x

Very important (and this will be discussed more 
on the next slide): Price does not grind along the 

lines (which seemingly all other channel/band 
indicators trying to pin-point tops & bottoms do)! 



  

III: Swing algorithmic trading - or: how to enhance it?

● Confidence Bands are used to snipe exact reversal points.

● Hard wall indicators are an extreme advantage, as no-one else uses them.

Ethereum (ETH/USD)
With top/bottom picker indicators we do not 

want 'grind along' behaviour. Grind along means 
that the price hits an indicator band often during 

an up- or downtrend, which means that no 
individual band hit reliably signals a top or 
bottom, rendering the indicator useless.

logarithmic scale

Top and bottom 
Confidence Bands:

Hard walls in the trading world are (so far) unheard 
of. In fact, the only reason DeanTrader started to 

investigate hard walls was because no existing 
indicator satisfied his trading demands.

Top and bottom Bollinger Bands:

Top and bottom Keltner Channel Bands:

Top and bottom STARC Bands:

◊ Gring along in intense 
up-/downtrends
◊ Occasionally breaches & 
extreme undershoots of bands

◊ No grind along, single clear hit 
of a band at a local top or bottom
◊ No breach of bands (on weekly 
timeframe) = hard walls!

◊ Gring along in intense 
up-/downtrends
◊ Occasionally large 
undershoots of band

Extreme grind 
along Early hits in 

starting trend
Breaches on weekly 

timeframe, multiple, 
heavy undershoots

Extreme grind 
along

Early hits in 
starting trend

Grind along/too 
early entry in 
downtrend

● Other channel/band indicators show unwanted behaviour for this.
 Let's compare the Confidence Bands with some popular band indicators*→ :

*All manually 
optimized by 
Dean as much 
as possible to 

yield good 
results.

◊ Gring along in intense 
up-/downtrends
◊ Occasionally large 
undershoots of band

Hits
during
trend

Undershoot

Same problems 
as above

Same problems as 
above overall

Breach of band = Weekly close above/below upper/lower band
Undershoot of band = Massive wick below band

The differences to 
standard band indicators 
are not obvious and are 
only seen under more 
thorough inspection.



  

IV: Viability – or: why swing algorithmic trading?

● Can we achieve such performances also with other trading strategies?
● In theory: yes, but there are some huge disadvantages for other methods.

 We can roughly put the main methods in the following diagram:→

● Swing trading reduces noise and has low maintenance = high viability.

Swing trading
Pros: Low noise, few signals, 
trading can be done manually, 
easier to track for tax 
purposes, fees are no issue. 
With swing trading algorithm 
no thinking required. With 
automation even no action 
required.
Cons: Long times between 
trades, thus suboptimal 
statistics for backtesting, risk 
of overfitting strategies, can 
have comparatively high 
drawdowns inbetween. 
Lagging strategy not suitable 
for picking exact 
tops/bottoms. Needs trends.

timeframe
vi

ab
ili

ty
*

Mitigating the Cons: Two 
algorithms are employed in 
tandem to neutralize any 
rare issues that could stem 
from overfitting. DeanTrader 
offers additional indicators to 
pick exact tops/bottoms. 
Trends will always recur in 
markets.

Price action trading
Pros: Price patterns are 
leading indicators, can 
pick tops/bottoms (if 
skilled), pot. many trades 
and good statistics.

Scalping
Pros: Almost instant 
results with fast-paced 
trades. Uses very high 
leverage, so doesn't need 
to risk the whole trading 
stack. Potentially only 
few trades at certain rare 
setups.

Day trading

Cons: Have to learn the skills, have to think 
most of the time, pot. much time spent 
watching charts, risk of overtrading & human 
erros. Market noise can become an issue. 
Sophisticated risk management required.

Pros: Trades are closed 
latest at the end of day 
regardless of outcome, so 
no surprises overnight. 
Flexible, can employ 
price action or other 
trading methods.

Cons: Forced closes can lead 
to unwanted losses that 
otherwise would've turned 
around later. Trades on 
smaller timeframes, so higher 
noise. Same problems as the 
employed trading method.

Cons: Have to learn the 
skills, pot. much time spent 
watching charts to find 
setups. Still risk of 
overtrading/revenge trading. 
Market noise becomes a 
bigger issue. Very well risk 
management required when 
using high leverage.

Arbitrage
Pros: „Risk-free“ (no 
speculation on futures 
prices), market-neutral 
(doesn't need trends).

Cons: Needs fast algos, 
highly competitive (the 
big ones are doing this). 
Has to be automated. 
Market noise and fees 
become a big problem.

High frequency 
trading

Cons: Needs very fast algos 
and expensive hardware, 
super-highly competitive 
(the big ones are doing this). 
Has to be automated. 
Market noise and fees 
become a huge problem.

*for the case of a normal human 
being with non-infinite resources 
(time, money, motivation etc.)

Pros: If done right, 
consistent gains with 
rather low drawdown. 
Many trades lead to good 
statistics for backtesting.

Shown are different trading methods/styles on the timeframe-
viability-chart. Viability means here how easy & realistic it is 

for a new-ish trader without too much capital and resources to 
find success in the markets.

trade mid- to long-term 
trends in both market 
directions according to 
indicators or algorithms

trade solely based on price 
patterns, with short- to 

longer-term trades, often 
also used in day trading

trade based on 
patterns & 

indicators, with 
quick trades (~ 

seconds/minutes), 
also used in day 

trading

trade within the 
same day

buying an asset somewhere 
cheaper than selling it 

somewhere else at the same 
time to make profitmany short-

term trades in 
the order of 

milliseconds to 
seconds

Timeframe means the average 
duration of a trade. Ranges on 

this diagram from milliseconds to 
weeks/months.



  

● The setup is rather straightforward, new users can join in 5 easy steps.
 Just follow everything outlined, for details check out our guides:→

Alerts are 
available on our 
private Discord 

server, or you can 
set them up 
directly in 

TradingView.

Find the Beginner's Guide at

Swing Algo Beginner's Guide (click)

We use a (free) chart & trading platform called TradingView. 

Helper functions show you when a
signal could roughly be expected.

You can also use

the mobile app!

Just add the Swing Algo to your chart, and the journey begins!

There you can 
watch charts, 
share trading 
ideas and also 
use & create 
indicators, 

algorithms etc., 
backtest engine 

included!

● Beginners and advanced traders alike can quickly enter into our trading system.

V: Set up swing algorithmic trading - or: how to start?

Follow the signals that appear on the chart!

How to Long, Hedge and Short via Futures 
is explained in our Beginner's Guide!

● Step I: Create exchange account to be able to trade.

How to start if you're new to trading:
(All steps are explained in detail in the Beginner's Guide.)

Further Swing FAQs can be found at

Swing Algo FAQs (click)

● Step V: Set up Swing Algo on TradingView, optionally install 
exchange and TradingView apps on mobile.Then start swinging!

● Step II: Create TradingView account to use the Swing Algo.

● Step III: Create Telegram account to be able to join our private 
Telegram chat group. Additionally joining our private Discord 
server is optional, but highly recommended.

● Step IV: Purchase access to the Swing Algos on our website 
deantrader.com.

https://deantrader.com/wp-content/uploads/DeanTrader-Absolute-Beginners-Guide.pdf
https://deantrader.com/wp-content/uploads/DeanTrader-Swing-Algo-FAQs.pdf
https://deantrader.com/


  

● To sum up, what we have are the following ingredients:

● A programmatic asset class embedded in a global economic liquidity 
system: For Bitcoin, Ethereum & Co we can roughly model the price 
trajectory based on supply and liquidity proxies. 

VI: Summary on swing algorithmic trading - or: what & why?

● Now it's your turn: Do you want to stay in the rat race forever, or finally sculpt your
financial freedom with your own hands? We just deliver the right tools for this.

Some of the benefits DeanTrader members can enjoy:

● Convenient setup: All algos and indicators are easily 
accessed via TradingView, and trading itself is as comfy 
as it gets.

DeanTrader Telegram HQ

● Swing Algo: The core instrument in our toolbox, hitting mid-term 
trend swings to steadily increase our portfolio.

● Long-term models: Hard-wall indicators are available for sniping local 
and global tops & bottoms within economic cycles.

● Support & Community: You can always ask questions in 
our private Telegram chat group (or ask Dean directly) 
for official support. Additionally we have many traders 
& crypto enthusiasts in our user collective that are 
happy to help and to discuss the markets & more.



  

d e a n t r a d e r . c o m

https://deantrader.com/
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